
JPI TECHNICAL CORNER
Know the Facts: ExamVue Acquisition Software

We hear other imaging solutions have image quality issues. Why is JPI any different? Here is what
separates us from other vendors.

For starters, it is not the panel it is the imaging
software. The panel is just a receptor. No matter
how good the raw image is, the imaging processing
engine translates X-ray data and outputs high-
quality images. 
 
JPI is a grid company with nearly forty years of
imaging experience. Our priority is achieving the
best image quality and we have decades of
experience optimizing image quality.
 
JPI developed smart technology algorithms to read
X-ray information from the panel. ExamVue reads
the information and creates a precise grayscale,
without calibrating the panel, for the best image
quality. This also helps reduce the dose.
 
The ExamVue imaging processing has been a
collaborative project, with over 100 medical and
veterinary experts supplying their feedback in just
the last year. As a result of valuable feedback, JPI
has provided the best solution for different
segments of both the medical and veterinary
markets. ExamVue continues to evolve to higher
levels.
 
We believe no other competing products come
close to the quality we have achieved with our
digital solutions, which combine ExamVue software
and our flat-panel hardware.

As a result of our extensive research, programming, and positive feedback, JPI has been able to penetrate
virtually every market segment—hospitals, imaging centers, private practice, chiropractic, orthopedics,
podiatry, pediatrics, mobile clinics, and veterinary.

STRATEGIC PLANNING
JPI’s success is based on
product management and
placement in today’s market. 
JPI’s roadmap is built on market
trends and customer feedback
from all segments.

BIG PROFIT
JPI’s selective product line gives
today’s dealer a competitive edge
to make a profit and keep a
higher margin than other
competitive product or any other
distributor can offer.

SUBSTANTIAL GROWTH
JPI is here to continue to support
and grow with your business. 
Your success is our success. 
JPI’s marketing, product
management, customer service,
and technical support teams are
the foundation for your successful
future.

To learn more about JPI's imaging solutions, contact us today.
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